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101 Best Jazz Albums, The—Len Lyons-William Morrow & Co. NY, NY
A Left Hand Like God: A History of Boogie Woogie Piano—Peter Sylvester-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Afro American Folk Songs—Henry Edward Krehbiel-Clearfield Publication -200 E. Eager St., Baltimore, MD
Ain’t Misbehavin’: The Story of Fats Waller—Ed Kirkeby-Da Capo Press NY, NY
All Music Guide—Michael Erlewine-Miller Freeman-SF, CA
American Rock ’n’ Roll on Tour—Dave Walker-Thunder’s Mouth Press
Arrival of B.B. King, The—Charles Sawyer-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Art of Jazz, The—Martin Williams-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Art of Ragtime, The—William J Schafer/Johannes Riedel-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Bass Heroes—Tom Mulhern, edit.-Miller Freeman Publication
Beale Street—Where the Blues Began—George W. Lee-Robert O. Ballou Publication -NY, NY
Bessie Smith—Paul Oliver- A.S. Barnes
Big Bill Blues: William Brownzy Story—William Brownzy/Yannick Bruynghe-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Big Road Blues—David Evans-University of California Press-Berkeley, CA-1981
Bird: The Legend of Charlie Parker—Robert Reimer-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Bix: Man and Legend—R. Sudhalter/P. Evans/D. Myatt-Schirmer Books-NY, NY
Black and Blue: The Life and Lyrics of Andy Razaf—Barry Singer-Schirmer-NY, NY-1993
Black Chicago—Allan H. Spear-University. Chicago Press-Chicago, IL
Black Magic—Langston Hughes-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Black Metropolis—St. Clair Drake/Horace Clayton-Harper Torchbooks-NY, NY
Black Music—Imamu A. Baraka (Leroi Jones)—William Morrow & Co.-NY, NY
Black Popular Music in America—Arnold Shaw-Schirmer Books-NY-1986
Black Talk—Ben Sidran-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Blacks’ Blues—Tony Russell-Stein & Day-NY, NY
Blackwell Guide to Recorded Jazz—The-Barry Kernfeld-Blackwell Publication
Blow M Blues Away—George Mitchell-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Bluegrass Breakdown—Robert Cantwell-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Blues and Evil—Jon Michael Spencer—University Of Tennessee Press
Blues and Gospels—Marguerite Yourencar-Gallimard Pub-Paris-1984
Blues and the Poetic Spirit—Paul Green-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Blues and the Poetic Spirit—Paul Garon-Eddison Publication—London
Blues from the Delta—William R Ferris-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Blues Guitar, The Men Who Made the Music—Jas Obrecht-Miller Freeman Books, SF, CA
Blues Lyric Poetry—An Anthology-Michael Taft-Garland Publication
Blues Markers, The—Samuel Charters—Da Capo Press NY, NY
Blues Off The Record—Paul Oliver—Da Capo Press NY, NY
Blues People—Imamu A. Baraka—Morrow Publication—NY, NY
Blues Records 1943-1966 (vols. 1&2)—Mike Leadbitter/Neil Slaven—RIS London
Blues Who’s Who—Bosshones—Da Capo Press NY, NY
Blues, The: Ideology and Afro-Afro-American Literature—Houston A. Baker, Jr.—University of Chicago Press Chicago, IL
Blues: An Anthology—W. C. Handy—Da Capo Press NY, NY
Bluesland—Pete Welding & Toby Byron—Dutton/Penguin—NY, NY
Bluesman, The: The Musical Heritage of Black Men & Women in the Americas—Julio Finn—Interlink Publication
Blues—Robert Neff/Anthony Connor—Godine Pub—Boston, MA
Bob Dylan Performing Artist/Middle Years—Paul William—Underwood Publication
Bob Dylan: Behind the Shades—Clintou Heylin—Simon/Schuster—NY, NY
Bodies & Soul—Al Young—Creative Art Book Co.—Berkeley, CA
Book of Negro Folklore, The—Langston Hughes/Arna Bontemps—Dodd, Mead, &Co.—NY, NY
Bom With the Blues—Perry Bradford—Oak Publication NY, NY
Bossmen: Bill Monroe and Muddy Waters—James Rooney—Da Capo Press NY, NY
Brother Ray-Ray Charles/Charles Ritz—Da Capo Press NY, NY
California Cool: W. Cost Jazz Album Covers—Graham Marsh—Chronicle Publication—SF, CA
Catalyst: The Sun Story—Colin Escott/Martin Hawkins—Music Sales Publications—1979
Celebrating the Duke—Blewis—Ralph J. Gleason—Little, Brown, &Co—NY, NY
Charley Patton—John Fahey—Studios Vista Publication—London
Chess Blue Discography—Les Fancourt—Fancourt
Chicago Blues, The City and the Music—Michael Rowe—Da Capo Press NY, NY
Chicago Breakdown—Michael Rowe—Da Capo Press NY, NY
Chicago Breakdown—Michael Rowe—Drake Pub—NY, NY
Classic rock and Other Rollers—Baron Wolman—Squarebooks
Complete Muddy Waters Discography, The—Phil Wright/Fred Rothwell—Blues & Rhythm—England
Conversations with the Blues—Paul Oliver—Horizon Press—1983
Cotton Club, The—Jim Haskins—Random House—NY, NY
Country Music USA (A Fifty-Year History)—Bill C alone—University of Texas Press—Austin, TX
Crying for the Carolinas—Bruce Bastin—Studio Vista—London
Damn Right I’ve Got The Blues—Donald E. Wilcox/Buddy Guy—Woodford Press—SF, CA—1993
Dead Elvis—Greil Marcus—Doubleday—NY, NY
Deep Blues—Robert Palmer—Penguin—NY, NY
Deep Soul Piano—(Little Brother Montgomery)—Karl Gert zur Heide—Studio Vista—London
Delta Time: A Journey Through Mississippi—Tony Dunbar—Pantheon
Devil’s Music, The—Giles Oaey—Harvest Books—Bercourt/Brace—NY, NY
Devil’s Son-In-Law: Peetie Wheatstraw—The—Paul Garon—Studio Vista Publication—London
Divided Soul: The Life of Marvin Gaye—David Ritz—Da Capo Press NY, NY
Down-home Blues Lyrics: An Anthology from the Post World war II Era—Jeff Tilton—Of IL Press—Urbana, IL
Drummers Path, The—Sule Greg Wilson—Inner Traditions Publication
Duke Ellington In Person—Duke Ellington—Da Capo Press NY, NY
Dylan: A Man Called Alias—Richard Williams—Holt Publication—NY, NY
Early Black Photographers 1840-1940—Deborah Thomas—Norton Publication
Early Downhome Blues-Jeff Titon-University of Illinois Press-Urbana, IL
Early Jazz Greats trading cards-Drawn by R Crumb w/bio on reverse-Eclipse-Forestville, C
Eddie Condon’s Scrapbook of Jazz-E Condon/H. O’Neal-Galahad Books-NY, NY
Electric Gypsy: Jimi Hendrix-Harry Shapiro-St. Martin’s Press
Elvis-Dave Marsh-Thunder’s Mouth Press
Encyclopedia of Jazz, The- Leonard Feather-Bonanza Books-NY, NY
Encyclopedia of the Blues-Gerald Herzhaft-University of Arkansas Press-Little Rock, AR
Eric Clapton: Lost in the Blues-Harry Shapiro-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Eubie Blake Al Rose-Schirmer Books-NY, NY
Faber Companion / 20th Century Popular Music-Hardy/Laing-Faber & Faber Publication
Father of the Blues-W. C. Handy-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Feel Like Going Home: Portraits in Blues & rock ‘n’ Roll-Peter Guralnick-Harper Collins-NY, NY
From Birdland to Broadway: Scenes from a Jazz Life-Bill Crow-Oxford University Press-1992
From Cakewalks to Concert Halls: Illus. History of Black Pop Music from 1850-1930-Thomas L. Morgan/William Barlow-Elliot & Clark Publication
Glory Road, The: The Story of Josh White-Dorothy Schainman Siegel-Shoe Tree Press-Crazet, VA 22932
Goin’ to Kansas City, -A Year on the Blues Scene (Photos)-Stephen Green-Woodford Publication
Gospel Sound, The: Good News and Bad Times-Tony Heilbut-Limelight Editions
Harmonicas, Harps, and Heavy Breathers-Kim Field-Simon Schuster-NY, NY
Heroes of the Blues trading cards-Drawn by R. Crumb w/bio on reverse-Eclipse-Forestville, CA
Honkers and Shouters-Arnold Shaw-Macmillan Publication -NY, NY
Hot and Cool: Jazz Short Stories-Marcela Breton, Ed.-Penguin Books-NY, NY
I Am the Blues: The Willie Dixon Story-Willie Dixon/Don Snowden-Da Capo Press NY, NY
I Hear You Knockin’: The Sound of New Orleans-Jeff Hannusch-Swallow Publication -1985
I Put A Spell on You-Nina Simone-Random House-NY, NY
Illustrated Encyclopedia of Jazz, he-Brian Case/Stan Britt-Harmony Books-NY, NY
In The Groove-Ted Fox
Incomplete Folksinger, The-Pete Seeger-University of Nebraska Press-Lincoln, NE
Jazz & Blues Lover’s Guide to the U.S.-Christine Bird -Addison Wesley Co.
Jazz and Blues-Graham Valliay
Jazz Ladies Print Portfolio-Pomegranate Books-Petaluma, CA
Jazz Lexicon, A-Robert S. Gold-Knopf, NY, NY
Jazz Life, The-Nat Hentoff-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Jazz Lives-Gene Lees-Firefly Publication
Jazz Style In Kansas City and the Southwest-Ross Russell-University of Calif. Press-Berkeley, CA
Jazz: America’s Classical Music-Grover Sales-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Jimi Curtis Knight-Praeger Publication -NY, NY
Jimmie Rodgers-Nolan Porterfield-University of Illinois Press-Champaign, IL-1992
Jimmie the Kid (The Life of Jimmie Rodgers)-Mike Paris/Chris Comber-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Juke Joint (photos) Birney Imes-University Mississippi Press-Oxford, MS
Keith Jarrett: The Man and His Music-Ian Carr-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Keith Richards: The Biography-Victor Bockris-Simon/Chsteller NY, NY
King Blue-Al Simmons-Stone Wind Publication -Chicago, IL
Lady Sings the Blues-Billie Holiday-Avon Books- NY, NY
Selections from the Gutter-Art Hodes/Chadwick Hansen-University of Calif. Press-Berkeley, CA
She’s a Rebel: History of Women in Rock and Roll-Gillian G. Gear-Seal Publication
Shining Trumpets-Rudi Blesh-Cassell Publication -London
Singer of the Blues-Frank Surge-Lerner
Six Blues-Roots Pianists-Eric Kriss-Beekman Publication
Slave songs of the Georgia Sea Islands-Lydia Parrish-University. of Georgia Pres-Athens, GA 1993
Slave songs of the United States-W.F. Allen/C.P. Ware/L.M. Garrison-Clearfield Co.-Baltimore, MD
Somebody’s Angel Child: The Story of Bessie Smith-Carman Moore-Crowell Publication
Songsters and Saints-Paul Oliver-Cambridge University Press-London-1984
Soul Music A-Z-Hugh Gregory-Stirling Publication
Sound of the City, The (The Rise of Rock ‘n’ Roll)-Charles Gillett-Dell Publication -NY, NY
Sounds of the South-Daniel Patterson, edit. -Duke University. Press (Southern Folklore Series)
Spirituals and the Blues, The-James H. Cone-Seabury Press
Stevie Ray Vaughan, Soul to Soul-Keri Leigh-Taylor Publishing
Stevie Ray Vaughan-Caught in the Crossfire-Joe Nick Patoski/Bill Crawford
Stomping the Blues-Albert Murray-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Stoneman’s-Appalachian Family and the Music that Shaped Their Lives, The-Ivan M. Tribe-U of IL Press-Champaign, IL
Stormy Monday: The -Bone Walker Story-Helen O. Dance-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Story of the Blues, The-Paul Oliver-Chilton Book Co.- Philadelphia, PA
Sunnyland Blues-Jack Vaughn and Sunnyland Slim-Proudooth Publication -Boston MA
Sweet as the Showers of Rain-Samuel Charters-Oak Publications-NY, NY
Swing City: Newark Nightlife, 1925-1950-Barbaa J. Kukla-Temple Publications
Talking Jazz: An Illustrated Oral History-Ben Sidran-Pomegranate Books-Petaluma, CA
They All Played Ragtime-Rudi Blesh/Harriet Janis-Oak Publication -NY, NY
Those Swinging Years-Charlie Barnet-Da Capo Press NY, NY
To Be or Not to Bop-Dizzy Gillespie-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Tommy Johnson-David Evans-Studio Vista Pub-London
Transforming Tradition-Meil V. Rosenberg, edit. -University. of Illinois Press-Champaign, IL
Urban Blues-Charles Keil-University of Chicago Press-Chicago, IL
Virginia Piedmont Blues: The Lives & Art of Two Virginia Bluesmen (Cephas/Wiggins)-Barry Lee Pearson-U. PA
We Called It Music: A Generation of Jazz-Eddie Condon-Da Capo Press NY, NY
We’ll Understand It Better By and By-Bernice Johnson-Harper Collins-NY, NY-1992
What Was the First Rock ‘n’ Roll Record? – Dawson/Propes-Faber &Faber Publication
Wheelin’ on Beale-Louis Cantor-Pharos Publication -1992
White Boy Singin’ the Blues-Michael Bane-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Who’s Who In Jazz-John Chilton-Time Life Special Edition-NY, NY
Who’s Who in Soul Music-Ralph Tee-Prima Publication
Woke Up This Mornin’- Poetry of the Blues-A.X. Nicholas-Bantam-NY, NY
Woman With Guitar: Memphis Minnie’s Blues-Paul and Beth Garon-Da Capo Press NY, NY
Woody Guthrie: A Life-Joe Klien-A, Knopf-NY, NY
World of Count Basie, The-Stanley Dance-Da Capo Press NY, NY
World of Duke Ellington, The-Stanley Dance-Chas. Scribner’s & Sons-NY, NY
World of Earl Hines, The-Stanley Dance-Chas. Scribner’s & Sons-NY, NY
World of Jazz, The –Jim Godbolt-Wellfleet Press (Book & Sales, Inc.)-NY, NY
World of Jazz, The –Rodney Dale-Elsevier-Dutton (Sequoia Elsevier, Inc.)-NY, NY
World of Swing, The- –Stanley Dance-Chas. Scribner’s & sons-NY, NY
How to write a bibliography. Includes bibliography formatting guidelines (including APA & MLA styles) plus examples. Different types of sources have different formatting in the bibliography. In American schools, the two most commonly used guidelines for this formatting are published by the MLA (Modern Language Association) and the APA (American Psychological Association). The MLA guidelines call for the bibliography to be called Works Cited. Science Buddies has summarized some of the most common MLA formats for your use: MLA Format Examples. The APA guidelines call for the bibliography to be called the Reference List. Science Buddies has summarized some of the most common APA formats for your use: APA Format